Parliamentary Government in England
the ancient with the essential; and Socialist writers have
pointed out that on the side of the principle of a second
chamber are thinkers of the quality of Bentham, Franklin,
Condorcet, and Jefferson*
But the problem has not been considered in general
principle since the war. If it should be, it is possible that
the party would accept the idea of a small revising chamber
on the condition that it had no power effectively to delay
the passage of legislation approved by the House'of
Commons, The new body is envisaged as perhaps a
hundred members in number; and it would be elected
by each newly elected House of Commons from lists
prepared by its constituent parties in proportion each to
its own strength. The composition of the body would
therefore reproduce that of the House of Commons; and
its membership would be renewed after each dissolution
of that House. A Government with a majority in the
popular chamber would therefore find its majority ready-
made in the new revising body. It would have no reason
to fear there the destruction or the delay of its programme.
All the functions now usefully performed by the House
of Lords could be performed also by the new body. It
could contain men not less eminent on either side, if they
were prepared to stand for election in the name of their
party. It could serve as a useful place of retirement for
elder statesmen who no longer felt equal to the heat and
stress of popular election and the tiring work of the
Commons. It could ventilate great subjects in a general
way, as the House of Lords is accustomed to do* It would
be able, to adapt a classic formula, to advise and en-
courage and warn. The one vital power of which it would
be deprived would be the power to interfere with the
effective passage of the Government programme to the
statute-book.
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